
Lee 8 Probability for randomised algorithmus

Exam: bring yourself. I handwritten sheet, 4 function calculator

randomised agorithms# Motivation for

- Can be• faster
I sometumes faster by constant factor
"sometimes faster asymptotically

- Can be simpler
- Break symmetry - hopefully low probalibity to choose badly

- Meditate ime
LInconsistent

"Don't know how long each fork takes when parallelised
- Need source of randomness
- Hard to analyse

Ex. Prime test
Polynomial time, simple implementation

Las Vegas algorithm random → always right answer

smulate → generate something close

randomised algorithm

Monte Carlo ala

# Ex. Random Distance Run

2 giant diceroll: how many laps for one
roll: how many more to rum

Define round vars: D, = value of 1st die
Da = value of and"die

Expected values... ELD, 1 = 3.5
ELD,] = 3.5

What about expected sum of 2 dice ELD, + D2] = 7
... expected product of 2 dice... ELD, D2] =... 12.25
... expected max E(max (D,, De)) = 4%36 = Not clearly related tomax of expectation.

and



#Probability

Sample space
Prob measure P: P(R) → R with:

1. tA, OSPCA) ≤1
2. HA,B, AnB = $ → P(A) + P(B) = P(AuB)
3.P(52) = 1

Random variable
Determistic function

neither random nor variable
X: 22 → 1R

Independent

of X

x,Y indep

E[X] = [ P(w).X(w)
WEs Prat outcome

P[X=a, x=b] = PIx=a]PLY=6]

Linearity of expectation EIX+Y] = EIX] +ELY] -

Expectation of product EIX-Y] = E[X] • ELY]
Union bound PCA) + P(B) > P(AUB)

Conditional prob P(AIB) = PLAnB)P(B)

# Entangled dice

suppose and die must be same as first die

Expected sum of dice → T

(independent)

Expected product

# Aly analysis with prob
Tail bound

expected work

Expected value

Ha,b

(always

assuming.

→ 15 %

Prob

ELW] Wt

PItail]
PEW > WE]

Work



If X>0
#Quicksort

mequality tool for bounding tail
then PIX>a]s EIXI af threshold

pick random pivot = partition → recur → append
Unlucky case:

Goal: analyse

picking bad pivot.

work if span of

W= W. + Wr
w..s. w..s, S= max (S., 52)

# High probability bound

Say WIn) E OCfon))

- okay to bound
= hard to bound

with high probability (w.h.p) if
WEn) E O( k-fon)) with probability > 1- (4)k

how much worse <

Intrutively, k1
these differenting

→ how often does
it violate bound

1(1)1
so the higher the violation the less often we
are allowed to violate the bound

consider max of a spans
If we take max of n
samples now often the

Markou's

rand. alg.

define


	



